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COLOGNE – Walter Knoll’s iconic pieces convey 
a traditional sophistication with an eccentricity 
that speaks to the individual personalities of 
its owners. The German furniture maker has 
developed a brand architecture in recent years to 
convey this reputation of bold, classic and elegant 
independence. For the company’s presentation at 
IMM 2017, design agency Ippolito Fleitz Group 
added a fresh touch to this identity, showcasing 
an even stronger contrarian spirit to the 
perceived uniformity in the industry.
 The rectangular stand was organised into 
six scenarios by freestanding wall elements. 
Each of these spaces featured a radically different 
colour and material palette yet were united in an 
open sequence to form a fluid progression. The 
matte, monochrome textures of the walls were 
overlaid with softly-falling drapery and custom 
artworks comprising loose collages of textile 
fibres, lending the rooms a lived-in atmosphere. 
A concept specially developed for accessories 
featured colour-tinted acrylic glass blocks that 
served as backdrops for vases and bowls.
 Demonstrating the craftsmanship of the 
brand, a separate room displayed pieces in 
an atelier setting and gave visitors a hands-
on introduction to the upholstering process. 
A cafeteria formed a solid centrepiece for the 
exhibition, its dark, muted and enclosed tone 
interjected with bright velvet seating selections.

WALTER KNOLL 

IPPOLITO FLEITZ GROUP 
highlights the luxury and 
independence of a classic 
brand with experiments  

in colour and texture
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A separate room displaying pieces 
in an atelier setting demonstrates 

the brand’s craftsmanship

1 A podium facing out into the fair displayed a
highlight product of the exhibition, the FK chair, 
to commemorate its 50th anniversary.

2 Full-height frames with colour transparencies
were superimposed on certain walls to form 
vibrant abstract compositions.
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